
A  hostelry B  hospital C  hospitable D  hospitality

Q1

A  criterion B  critique C  criticism D  critical

Q2

A  incidentally B  eventually C  absolutely D  entirely

Q3

A  dignity B  dignified C  dignify D  dignitary

Q4

A  uncertain B  unclear C  ungrateful D  unwilling

Q5

A  riddance B  ridden C  rid D  ride

Q6

A  wind B  stir C  turn D  take

Q7

A  anxious B  anxiety C  anxiousness D  anxiously

Q8

A  restrictions B  inhibitions C  prohibitions D  conditions

Q9

A  falls B  fell C  fails D  feels

Q10

At the End of the Day (3)

Please choose the most appropriate answer for each sentence.

Without offending the ..... of your host, you could also say:

I think it's time for me to hit the sack, which need be no ..... of the softness of the mattress.

And ..... very important people are not described as simply going to bed but rather retiring for the night.

Somehow it sounds just a bit more ......

Of course should your guests be ..... to go home to their own beds

and you have a strong desire to be ..... of them and go to sleep

you could be subtle and ..... up the sitting room clock

look at your watch ..... or even yawn.

But if you have no ..... at all, the best thing is to drop off or nod off in the middle of the conversation.

And if all else ..... go upstairs and come down again in your pyjamas.

At the End of the Day (3)
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ANSWERS: At the End of the Day (3)

Without offending the ..... of your host, you could also say:

D  hospitality

I think it's time for me to hit the sack, which need be no ..... of the softness of the mattress.

C  criticism

And ..... very important people are not described as simply going to bed but rather retiring for the night.

A  incidentally

Somehow it sounds just a bit more ......

B  dignified

Of course should your guests be ..... to go home to their own beds

D  unwilling

and you have a strong desire to be ..... of them and go to sleep

C  rid

you could be subtle and ..... up the sitting room clock

A  wind

look at your watch ..... or even yawn.

D  anxiously

But if you have no ..... at all, the best thing is to drop off or nod off in the middle of the conversation.

B  inhibitions

And if all else ..... go upstairs and come down again in your pyjamas.

C  fails

At the End of the Day (3)
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